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Health Technology Assessment (HTA)
“ … multidisciplinary field of policy analysis. It studies the medical, social,
ethical and economic implications of development, diffusion, and use of health
technology”
Source: International Network of Agencies for Health Technology Assessment (INAHTA) http://www.inahta.org/

“ … multidisciplinary process that summarises information about the medical,
social, economic and ethical issues related to the use of a health technology in
a systematic, transparent, unbiased, robust manner … It informs policyand decision-making in specific political, economic and institutional contexts
… to be useful HTA has to be designed with processes and outputs that fit the
relevant context.”
Source: Kristensen FB (2006). EUnetHTA and health policy-making in Europe. Eurohealth, 12(1):36–38.

“ …a method of evidence synthesis that considers evidence regarding clinical
effectiveness, safety, cost-effectiveness and, when broadly applied, includes
social, ethical, and legal aspects of the use of health technologies… A major use
of HTA is in informing reimbursement and coverage decisions, in which case
HTAs should include benefit-harm assessment and economic evaluation.”
Source: Luce BR, Drummond M, Jönsson B, Neumann PJ, Schwartz JS, Siebert U, Sullivan SD. EBM, HTA, and CER: clearing the confusion. Milbank Q. 2010 Jun;88(2):256-76

MDs HTA Data Requirements
Health
Problem

•Epidemiological data

Technology
Description

HTA

Clinical
Effectiveness

Cost
Effectiveness

Safety

•Mechanism of action
data

•Efficacy data
•Performance data
•Effectiveness data

•Resource use data
•Cost data
•Health benefit data

•Adverse events data
•Unintended
consequences data

MDs HTA Data Scarcity
• Premarket explanatory RCTs available for MDs associated with
greater level of risk
• RCTs of MDs is challenging
• Explanatory RCTs provide evidence of efficacy

• Pragmatic RCTs are the gold standard source for clinical
effectiveness
• Scarcity of evidence for HTA of MDs
• Delaying decisions is costly - benefits forgone by those who could have
timely accessed innovative health technologies

• HTA Agencies require a pragmatic approach to the available
evidence to achieve reasonable and defendable decisions

Perspective – RCT and RWD
“For too long a false conflict has been created between
those who advocate randomised trials in all situations
and those who believe observational data provide
sufficient evidence. Neither position is helpful. There is
no such thing as perfect method; each method has its
strengths and weaknesses. The two approaches should
be seen as complementary.... When trials can not be
conducted, well designed observational methods offer
an alternative to doing nothing.”
Source: Black, N. Why we need observational studies to evaluate the effectiveness of healthcare. BMJ.1996. 312;7040:1215-18.

MDs Evidence Generation:
Challenges and Solutions
RCT rigid to
evaluate MDs

Blinding
difficult to
ensure

Rapid
incremental
development

Outcome
measurement
time span

Practitioner and
patients’
preferences
impact on
treatment effect

Variations in
technical
proficiency
impact on
treatment effect
(learning curve)

Pragmatic RCTs:
seek to inform
clinical decision
making by
evaluating an
intervention in a
realistic clinical
setting)

Use
nonstandard
creative
strategies

Tracker trials:
continue follow
up of trial
participants
beyond trial
follow up as a
prospective
cohort

Comprehensive
cohort design

i) Base
treatment
allocation on
patient’s
preferences
ii) Comprehensive cohort
design
iii) Statistically
explore
relationship
between
preferences and
outcomes

i) Single
healthcare
provider
ii) Statistically
explore learning
curve effect in
main trial
outcome

HTA Agencies’ Perspective

Source: Ciani O et al. Linking the regulatory and reimbursement processes for MDs: the need for integrated assessments. Health Econ. 26(Suppl 1):13-29 (2017).

RWD Contribution to MDs HTA
Requirements
Epidemiological
Data

• Subgroup analysis

• Incremental innovation
Mechanism of
Action

Efficacy

HTA

Performance
Effectiveness

Resource Use
Cost

Health Benefit

Adverse Events
Surveillance

• Baseline risk
• Treatment effect
• Extrapolation
• Subgroup analysis

• Extrapolation
• Subgroup analysis

•Long term effects
•Surveillance

RWD contribution to MDs HTA

Source: Makadi A et al. Policies for use of RWD in HTA: A comparative study of six HTA agencies. Value in Health. 20(S2017):520-532.

MDs HTA Decision Making
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MDs Evidence Analysis:
Issues and Potential Solutions

• Bias assessment and adjustment
– Complementary use of RCT and observational data
– Bayesian generalised evidence synthesis
– Bayesian expert elicitation

• Uncertainty characterisation
– Characterisation of anecdotal evidence
– Bayesian expert elicitation
– Estimate cost of decision uncertainty
– Comprehensive EE
– Bayesian decision analysis
– Bayesian value of information analysis

• Unifying research and reimbursement decisions

Examples

